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Abstract. The authors examine the structure and behavior of the students of Dorpat 

University and conclude that students were part of a corporate organization that was used by its 
participants for joint entertainment. The behavior of students could go beyond the limits of decency. 
The administration of the university and the residents of the city strove to smooth out conflicts, to 
free students from punishment, which contributed to the preservation of existing behavior patterns. 
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Introduction.  

This article analyzes the composition and behavioral patterns of students at the 

University of Dorpat in the first third of the 19th century; it turns out that a corporate 

organization was typical of the students. 

The relevance of the research topic specifies the attention to the study of the 

properties, characteristics and capabilities of educational institutions as a special kind 

of corporations, which arose in terms of changes in the field of education in XX-XXI 

centuries. Corporate culture, creating an internal unity and external image of a 

university corporation, helps to concentrate efforts on strategic directions, making the 

university a sustainable developing system. 

Main body. In the first third of the XIX century Dorpat University held a 

leading position among the universities of the Russian Empire, both in terms of the 

number of students and the quality of education. The high level of teaching at the 

University of Dorpat prompted the organization of the Professorial Institute in it to 

prepare the best graduates of Russian universities for studying abroad. In fact, from 

1827 to 1839, the institute performed the function of a kind of “bridge”, an 



intermediate step between Russian and Western European universities, and 

contributed to the scientific exchange of Russian scientists with Germany [5, p. 67–

70]. 

As for the number of students, on the basis of the research of F.A. Petrov we 

studied the information contained in table 1. It contains the number of students in 

XIX century. Dorpat University was inferior only to Moscow, and in 1834–1836 it 

held a leading position. It should be noted that the Russian researcher F.A. Petrov did 

not calculate the number of students at Vilnius University, which was abolished by 

Nikolai I in 1832 because of the participation of students and teachers in the uprising 

of 1830–1831. The Vilnius University in the 1820s - early 1830 was the leader in the 

number of students. By 1830, there were already 1,300 people enrolled in it, 

including about 400 students at the medical department [4, p. 145]. 

Table 1 [5, p. 373]. 

Number of students at Russian universities per year 
University 1831 1832 1833 1834 1835 1836 1837 1838 1839 

Moscow 814 719 541 456 419 441 611 673 798 

Dorpat 592 585 539 524 567 536 563 530 525 

Kharkov 313 369 339 389 348 332 315 383 391 

St. 

Petersburg 

236 219 206 230 200 299 385 389 400 

Kazan 146 181 209 238 252 191 170 208 225 

St. Vladimir — — — 62 120 203 263 267 125 

 

F.V. Bulgarin wrote about the students of the University of Dorpat as almost 

ideal students. Faddey Bulgarin (1789-1859) a well-known writer, publisher and 

professional journalist founded the first in the Russian Empire private newspaper 

"Northern Bee". In the second quarter of the XIX century he also became a diverse 

writer, author of novels and fantastic essays. From the second half of the 1820 

Bulgarin collaborated with the III Division of His Own Imperial Majesty's Office. In 

the spring of 1827, the journalist visited Dorpat and reported to the office of A.Kh. 

Benkendorf about the full political reliability of professors and students of the 



university. Bulgarin asserted that the students "are shy like sheep" live modestly and 

diligently attend lectures. The author stressed that the Dorpat "burshenshaft" (student 

union) was previously seen "in bravery and young men, duels, disobedience to the 

police and city authorities." But this "mess of things" was eliminated by the trustee of 

the school district Prince K.A. Liven [1, pp.188-189]. 

However, very soon a famous journalist changed his mind about Dorpat 

students. In 1828 F.V. Bulgarin bought the estate of Karlovo near Dorpat, which was 

owned by more than thirty years. Sometimes he rented his apppartment. Estonian 

researcher M. Salupere found the rules that Bulgarin proposed to sign to their tenants, 

the brothers Prokofiev and A. Samoilov from St. Petersburg. The content of the 

document speaks eloquently about the lifestyle of the tenants. The owner of the house 

forbade them to shoot in the rooms, in the courtyard, in the shed and the threshing 

floor; climb through the windows, walk with pipes around the yard "for fear of fire" 

[7, p. 158]. The students were offended, the Prokofievs rented another apartment. 

Bulgarin rented rooms to his friend’s children; his lodgers were from the inner 

provinces of the Russian Empire. Perhaps only Russian students shot at the rooms 

and climbed in the windows, and the local youth behaved differently? 

Students from Russia were a minority among those who studied at the 

university. In 1827, Bulgarin reported that there were 10 Russian students in Dorpat. 

According to the lists of 1835 students of Orthodox religion at the university there 

were 33 people or 5.8% of the total number of students [5, p.375]. Thus, Russian 

students constituted a clear minority and could not influence the general atmosphere 

that reigned among the students. Most likely, they adjusted to the established rules. 

This is evidenced by letters to the brothers of the Russian poet N.M. Yazykov. 

N.M. Yazykov came to Dorpat in 1822 and was one of the first Russian students 

at the university. On the one hand, he spoke enthusiastically about the work of local 

professors. He was particularly admired by the lectures of Professor of History 

Johann Philip Gustav von Evers, who read “simply, clearly and unusually 

expressively” [9, p.88]. On the other hand, he was quickly tired of the revels of the 

students, in whom initially he gladly participated and even sang in verses. In 1822, 



Yazykov wrote to the brother that he “had the honor and duty” to attend the students' 

parties. They gathered around 8 pm, “drank and ate until 2 am”, and then the crowd 

“more than 90 drunk and noisy people” returned at night to the city [9, p.82]. 

Returning to the city of drunk young people often ended in a fight with the police and 

smashing windows [9, p.134–135]. Already in 1823 Yazykov informed his brothers 

that he was able to “put” himself in a respectful distance from local students. “They 

love me, but they have learned that I don’t like their drunk amusements so much,” he 

said [9, p.122]. The rumor about his poetic talents helped the Russian student. He was 

forgiven for what a duel would have been appointed for anyone else, as a poet who 

may have oddities [9, p.122]. 

A.A. Chumikov lists the following "fun and mischief" of Dorpat students: insult 

the police master; to burst into the citizens' apartments at night under a far-fetched 

pretext; lining up at the entrance of the house, in which the guests were supposed to 

come together, meeting each incoming lady with insulting ridicule; climb to the 

windows of the second floor and scare the inhabitants of the house; “To beat the man 

in the street who did not give way” [8, p.358–360]. Chumikov called frequent duels 

as an especially acute problem. It was possible to find “rapiers, broadswords, 

espadrones, pistols and other weapons” in student apartments [2, p. 362]. Duels arose 

for a variety of reasons. The use of the word "fool" was considered a sufficient reason 

to challenge a friend to a duel. Sometimes the weapon was used without any reason. 

For example, in March 1827, students from their apartment threw five bullets into the 

wall of a neighboring house and “threatened to stab a Jew who appeared to them with 

a sword” [2, p. 362]. 

Why did city dwellers tolerate such student’ attitude? Firstly, members of the 

university corporation had their autonomous rights and did not submit to the city 

authorities. The university administration chose not to take the dirty linen in public. 

As a result, students received minimal guidance. Moreover, some punishments were 

considered honorable in the student community (for example, fellow students were 

treated to a student in a punishment cell), while others were not performed. In 

particular, the execution of such a punishment as removal from the city was poorly 



controlled by the local police [2, p.360]. Even when in 1833 a secret society, 

burshenshaft, was opened at the university and 150 students were attracted to the 

investigation, the university court ruled to exclude only one of them which had 

previously been tried twice. The rest of the company were deprived of winter 

holidays or sent to a punishment cell [2, p. 365-366]. 

Secondly, the students were united in the community (Landsmannschaften), 

whose members acted very closely together, so that few citizens dared to cause their 

discontent [2, p. 357]. In 1827, F.V. Bulgarin called three societies – 

Landsmanshafta: Estland, Livonia, and Courland. The Courlanders were considered 

the most "violent" and the Estransians were considered the most "meek" which 

Bulgarin explained by the closeness of their relatives, which made it easier to learn 

about the "bad behavior" of students [1, p 34]. By 1829 a corporation of Polish 

students Polonia and Russians Ruthenia was formed. The founders of Ruthenia were 

the poet N.M. Languages and the son of the famous historian and writer A.N. 

Karamzin [6, p.184]. 

Finally, residents of Dorpat rarely dared to report on student antics for financial 

reasons. Most city dwellers earned livelihood by serving university members. The 

scammer was punished with disgrace: the students refused to rent rooms in his house, 

buy his goods and have any business with him [2, p. 362]. 

Conclusion. As a result, student behavior often went unpunished which only 

strengthened the corporate spirit and allowed members of the fraternity to feel their 

strength. Student organizations retained their influence at the University of Dorpat 

throughout the nineteenth century. We learn from the memories of students of the 

1890s about the existence of corporations and the corporate spirit in the university. In 

the memoirs of V.V. Veresaev it is listed seven Dorpat compatriots. However, the 

author was far from the corporate spirit and the "feats" of the corporation: duels, 

expressions of contempt for political issues [8]. There were more and more "wild" 

students who preferred to think and exist independently. 
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Аннотация. Авторы выясняют место и роль Дерптского университета в системе 

высших учебных заведений Российской империи в 20–30-е гг. XIX в. На основании анализа 
мемуаров дерптских студентов, а также воспоминаний Фаддея Булгарина, известного 
издателя и журналиста, который сдавал комнаты студентам, авторы рассматривают 
состав и модели поведения дерптского студенчества. Авторы приходят к выводу, что для 
студенчества была характерна корпоративная организация, использовавшаяся её 
участниками для совместных развлечений. Поведение студентов часто выходило за рамки 
пристойности. В частности, студенты позволяли себе оскорблять полицмейстера, 



врываться ночью в квартиры горожан и даже избивать их, бросать камни в окна жителей 
Дерпта, оскорблять жен и дочерей городских обывателей. Опасным развлечением как для 
имущества, так и для жизни горожан являлись частные дуэли студентов. Несмотря на 
вышеперечисленные факторы, жители Дерпта редко решались доносить о студенческих 
выходках по финансовым причинам. Большинство жителей города зарабатывали средства 
существования, обслуживая членов университета, и не хотели терять устойчивые 
источники дохода. В результате студенческие выходки оставались безнаказанными, что 
только укрепляло корпоративный дух, консервировало сложившиеся модели поведения. 

Ключевые слова: Дерпт, университет, Российская империя, студенчество, модели 
поведения.  
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